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ABSTRACT

The MSW or vacuum oscillation solution of the solar neutrino problem can be rec-

onciled with possible existence of the (PP)ov decay with a half-line corresponding to

an effective Majorana mass of the electron neutrino |m«| = {0.1 - 1.0) eV. The phe-

nomenological consequences of such a possibility are analyzed and the implications for

the mechanisms of neutrino mass generation are considered.
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1 Introduction

The results of the solar neutrino experiments obtained so fax can be considered as an indi-

cation of existence of nonzero neutrino masses and mixing. The data are well described in

terms of neutrino resonant transitions vt -> u^T) [1], or vacuum oscillations [2] i/t ++ tV{r)>

with parameters (see refs. [3] for latest analyses):

Am2 a (0.6 - 1.2) x 1(T5 eV2, sin2 29 S (0.6 - 1,4) x 10"2 or (0.65 - 0.85), (1)

and

Am2 2? (0.5 ~ 1.1) xl0-1 0eV3 , sin' 26 > 0.75, (2)

respectively, where Am1 = m\ — mj, m^j being the masses of two mass eigenstate neutrinos

i/j,a, and 8 is the lepton mixing angle in vacuum '. The values of Am2 in (1) determine a

neutrino mass scale associated with the solar neutrino problem:

m® = v W = 3 x 10~3 eV. (3)

What are the implications of the results (1) and (2) for the present and future searches

for neutrinoless double beta ((/30V) decay: (A,Z) -» (A, Z + 2) + e" + e" [5]? As is

well known, these searches are sensitive to the existence of massive Majorana neutrinos, i/j,

coupled to the electron in the weak charged lepton current. For relatively small masses of

iVj, mj << 30 MeV, the (/3/3)o,,— decay amplitude ia proportional to the (f^eei,) element,

mce, of the neutrino Majorana mass matrix. It can be written as [6]:

n

3

where r/j — tyf = ±1, if is the CP-parity of the neutrino v} ' , and Ucj determines the

admixture of the v} state in the ue state 3. The results of the (/J/J)cn,—decay searches imply

the following upper bound on the value of m« [7]: \mre\ < (1 — 2) eV. Future experiments
1Let us note that solution (2) is disfavored by the data on the neutrino burst from the supernova SN1987A

[4]-
2Vfe assume for simplicity in the present study that CP-parity is conserved in the leptonic sector and

that weak interactions with right-handed currents do not play an essential role in the (/?j9)ois decay.
3Utj is an element of the unitary lepton mixing matrix denned by vn = £ " fy">ii ' = eif>T-
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with enriched isotopes 76Ge and 100Mo [8] will be sensitive to values of \mct\ as small as

\me€\ ^ (0.1—0.3) eV. We will refer to the effective mass having a value between the existing

upper bound and the indicated limit of sensitivity,

mfc'^ (Q.I - 1.0) eV, (5)

as "observable" effective Majorana mass.

Simplest schemes of neutrino mass generation based on the see-saw mechanism [9-11]

do not aliow to reconcile solutions fl) and (2) of the i/@-problem with a value of mcc in

the interval (5). Indeed, the most straightforward interpretation of an observation of the

(PP)ov decay would be that of vt practically coinciding with the lightest Majorana neutrino

ui possessing a mass mL ~ m°l'. It follows then from the see-saw scenario that the masses

of the other two light neutrinos should lie in the intervals mj = (1 - 100) keV, and

ro3 = (O.I — 10) MeV. Obviously, in this case solutions (1) and (2) are impossible. On the

other hand, e.g., solution (1) implies nt| < nij 2 me, and the see-saw mechanism with

quadratic hierarchy gives ro3 ~ (1 — 10) eV in the range of interest. However, the admixture

UC3 of v$ in yc is typically predicted to be of the order of the parameter describing the

mixing between the first and the third generations in the quark sector: \Ue, | £ 5 • 10"3 (see

e.g., refs. [11]), This gives |m«| Z 2.5 x 10"4 eV << mft'.

In the present letter we analyze the phenomenological implications of a neutrino physics

solution of the fB-problem {(1) or (2)) and the existence of (@0)ViJ decay having a rate in

the range of sensitivity of the present and future (/?/?)Ol/—decay experiments [7,8]. Schemes

with three light massive neutrinos are discussed in detail. Consequences for the mechanisms

of neutrino mass generation are considered. We comment also on th'1 possibility to accom-

modate two other elements in the indicated schemes: i) a value for the mass of one of the

light neutrinos in thv. region of (5 - 7) eV - such a neutrino can play the role of a "hot"

dark matter component [12], ii) oscillations v^ <-+ fr (or vr. O- ut) with Am2 = 10~2eV2

and sin2 20 = (0.4 — 0.6), which can explain the suggested deficit of muon neutrinos in the

atmospheric neutrino flux [13].

s

2 The Case of Strong Neutrino Mass Hierarchy

Suppose that the masses of the three light Majorana neutrinos f\,2,i obey the hierarchy

relation m2 << raj, and mi << m2, or mi < mj. The t^-problem can be solved then by

fc —• Vp conversion if m2 = m 0 and the e — ft flavour mixing corresponds to one of the

intervals in (1). A value of |mK | in the interval (5) can only be due to a sufficiently large

admixture of the v3 state with a mass rrc3 > 0.1 eV in the vt state:

I I I r T [2 IC\

\vnec\ ~ m-}\Uez\ . (oj

The values of \Uc3\ and m^ are constrained by the null results of the oscillation exper-

iments performed at reactors [14,15] and accelerators [16,17]. Since raj < irii = nig, the

oscillation length associated with Am', is much longer than the relevant source-detector

distances and the indicated oscillation experiments are sensitive only to Am', = m^ — ni\c^

m\ (= Am^j). As a consequence, the vt ++ up and i>i ++ uy oscillation probabilities depend

only on I t y 2 , taking the simple form of the probability of two-neutrino oscillations with ef-

fective mixing parameters sin2 20u> = 4|{7/'3|
2 |<5)(' —1(//3|2|, I, I' — e, /i, T [18]. Relation (6) can

be rewritten in terms of the oscillation parameters AmJ3 = ml and sin2 20,, = sin2 29. For

the probability P(i/t -> vt) (disappearance experiments) one has sin2 28 = 4[£/?3|(l — |[/e3|2),

and it follows from (6) that

4m?,
(7)

For small values of 6 eq. (7) reduces to Am2
3 « 16m2

B/sin420. The parameter sin2 29

determined above enters also into the expression for the fc O vT oscillation probability.

Indeed, the searches for </„ <-> vT oscillations imply |f/^3|2 < 2 x 10"2, while the negative

results of the searches for v^ O ut oscillations [19] lead to the constraint |£^,3|
2 < 10~3/\U3e\

2,

Consequently, \U^\i « 1 and one has sm22SCT s 4|(/c3|
2|t/T3|

2 = 4|C/,3|
2(1 - \Uc3\

3 -

The dependence (7) of Am2,, on sin2 29 for different values of |m«| is shown in Fig. 1

together with the existing bounds on these two parameters and the planned sensitivities of

the future experiments [20]. As follows from Fig. 1, for \mec\ > 0.1 eV we have 013 > 2 eV



and sin2 20 < 0,2. If |m«| > 0.3 eV one gets sin2 26 < 0.08 and m3 fa 4mcc/ sin2 2$ > 15

eV. For the cosmologically interesting values of mj = (3 — 7} eV the allowed mixing equals

sin2 29 - (0.03 - 0.20). Future oscillation experiments at accelerators (NOMAD, CHORUS

[20]) will be able to cover large part of the region of interest. In the case of negative results

the allowed domains will be around Am|, = (3 — 5) eV2 and sins20 = (0.1 — 0.2), or at

m3 > 30 eV. For rrts > 30 eV the cosmological bound implies that 1/3 should be unstable.

A generic feature of the possibility being considered is the strong mass hierarchy,
mi,2/"J3 £ 10"3, and the relatively large mixing between the first and the third families

of leptons. This feature is a consequence of the inequality |m«| >> mi which implies a fine

tuning of the elements of the t u Majorana mass matrix, m""1 ,̂ at the level of

(8)

Indeed, as can be shown, the ratio £ is related to the determinant Dm = (mei.mTT — m|T) of

the i>tL - v,L submatrix of m"1"': Dmjm2^ £* £ 4. Consequently, Dm < 10~2 m^. Using (6)

and (8) one can write the condition for having the requisite large mixing:

m3
(9)

Thus, the natural relation lUta]1 ~ mi/mj is strongly violated. At the same time both the

e — ji flavour mixing (e.g., [U^ ~ 2 • 1Q~3 for the small mixing MSW solution) and the

e — T flavour mixing are small and can be of the order of the corresponding quark mixings.

Consider the implications of the above results for the see-saw mechanism of neutrino

mass generation. According to this mechanism, the Majorana mass matrix m""1* is given

by

m™J' = -mDMnXmT
D, (1€)'

where mo is the neutrino Dirac mass matrix, and MR is the the Majorana mass matrix

of the right-handed (RH) neutrino components V\R. We will assume that the Dirac mass

matrices of the neutrinos and the charged leptons are similar in structure to the up and

down quark mass matrices. Correspondingly, the e — r flavour mixing resulting only from

the Dirac neutrino and charged lepton mass matrices is exceedingly small. An enhancement

4The influence of !/„ can be proven to be small.

of the e — T mixing can take place then due to a special structure of the Majorana mass

matrix MR [21].

It is convenient to consider the problem in the neutrino Dirac basis v\, i>i, 1/3, in which

the neutrino Dirac mass matrix, mo, is diagonal: me = diag(mip,m2D,lmw)- Suppose

that in this basis the matrix MR has the following form 5:

MR =

Mx 0 M

0 Mj 0

M 0 M3

(11)

where for simplicity M and Afj (j = 1,2,3) are considered to be real. The components

vJL and z/jj, decouple from the other neutrino components, and i/jt = VIL = "nL acquires a

Majorana mass ma = m\DIMi. The see-saw mechanism produces an e — r mixing

and masses of fi and 1/3

(12)

(13)
Mi ' m3 \m3D/ M]2 M2'

where DM = MtM3 - M2 is the determinant of the 1 - 3 submatrix of MR. In eq. (12)

we took into account the fact that the rotation to the flavour basis gives a small correction

to the e — r flavour mixing, and have neglected Mzm\D in comparison with M\m\D since

"H£i/m3D ~ "^,,/mj ~ (3 — 5) • 10~5, mu and m( being the u- and t-quark masses.

According to (12), the needed enhancement of the e — T mixing implies a hierarchy

between the elements of MR: M/M1 > 103. As follows from (13), the determinant DM

should be small to ensure the necessary enhancement of the mixing for small values of the

ratio mi/m3. Moreover, as can be shown using eqs. (10) and (11),

- r£ = - f * £ < 3 - 1 0 - 2 , (14)

i.e., the fine tuning of the elements of (11) is precisely the same as in the light neutrino

Majorana mass matrix m"1"-'. The see-saw mechanism transforms the fine tuning problem
5The Dirac basis is related to the flavour one by a Cabibbo-Kobayaahi-Maskawa type mixing matrix.

This matrix generates small e — (i and p — T family mixing.



from the light neutrino sector to the heavy one. This in turn implies a strong mass hierarchy

of the heavy Majorana neutrino masses:

w = iw- (15)

To estimate the elements of the matrix Mn we use as an input the values m1o — (0.5 — 7)

MeV, and mzDlmiD = (0-4 — 3.0) • lO* - typical for charged leptons and quarks. Then from

(13) - (15) and for the maximal value m^ 3 ma = 3-10"3 eV we get for the elements of MR (in

GeV): Mi ~ (0.08-16)10", M ~ (0.03-30)-109(f/e3/0.1), M3 ~ (O.Ol-eOHO'MtWO.l)2.

With diminishing mi these masses increase as oc rof1. For m2c = (0.1 — 2.0) GeV and

m2 = 3-10"3 eV one has M2 = (0.25-200) • 10!O GeV which can be of the order of or much

smaller than M3. Thus, the explanation of the inequality m, << |mm| requires a strong

hierarchy between the elements of the matrix MR, M3 : M : Mi ~ 1 : 10~3 : 10~6. The fine

tuning of the elements of MR is minimal when m\ is comparable with m3; the spectrum in

this case has a rather peculiar form: m3 » m2 ~ Wi. Let us note that the higher order

corrections to the ratio DM/M1 affecting condition (14) are estimated to be ~ 10~5.

We shall outline next several approaches permitting to explain the required properties of

the matrix MR. Its texture, hierarchy of elements as well as the smallness of the determinant

of the 1-3 submatrix can be a consequence of a certain family symmetry G. The elements

of the matrix MR can appear as bare mass terms conserving G, or/and can be generated

by couplings to new scalar fields, a, singlets of SU{2)i x f/(l). These scalar fields have, in

general, nonzero G-charges, Ga, and acquire nonzero vacuum expectation values, <70, thus

spontaneously breaking the symmetry G. Let us consider several simplest possibilities.

1. The texture (11) can be easily generated by bare mass terms and by interactions

with a field <r if, e.g., G = f/(l), the G-charges of the neutrinos are G(v'lLtR, "'-iL.R^'sLji) —

(1,0,-1), Gff = 2, and G($) = 0, where $ is the standard Higgs doublet. However,

condition (14) implies a fine tuning between the bare mass M and the contributions from

the interaction with a.

Instead of bare mass terms for i/^R one can introduce couplings with additional scalar

fields. Suppose that: G — 5(7(2), the scalar fields &\\,a\s,a33 form a triplet <r of G, viR

and v3R are in a doublet of G and interact with a, whereas v'2R is a G-stnglet. The Higgs

potential can be easily arranged in such a way that only one component of the triplet a

acquires a nonzero vacuum expectation value. If, e.g., this component coincides with 1733,

only the A/33 element of the 1-3 submatrix of Mn will be nonzero. In general, the basis

in which only one component of the triplet develops a nonzero vacuum expectation value

differs from the neutrino Dirac basis by a rotation on a certain angle a. Thus, the vacuum

expectation values of the components of the triplet in the neutrino Dirac basis will be related

as CT33 : <Ti3 : <T|i = cos2ct : cos a sin a : sin2 a. Correspondingly, the same relation will take

place for the components of the 1-3 submatrix of MR. For sin a Si 10"3, one reproduces

the necessary hierarchy of the elements and, moreover, the determinant DM is identically

zero. A sufficiently small value of Dm can then arise as a result of weak violation of the

symmetry G.

2. Suppose that the symmetry G = (/(]) is broken by the vacuum expectation value

of only one singlet scalar field a which carries a charge Ga. The value of the Mi element

of the matrix Mn (11) can be related to the G-charge G< of the corresponding mass term

operator as follows
f, \G,/G<,

)
(16)

where MQ is a (bare) mass parameter and h is the constant of the viR and a Yukawa

coupling. Prescribing G{v\lR,^LR,v'zLR) - (1,1/2,0) and G, = 1, we get: M3 = Mo,

M = Mi = A/o ( ^ ) , M\ — Mo ( ^ ) • All other elements of MR are zero since they have

no G-invariant interactions with a. The ansatz (16) ensures the needed relation between

the elements of MR (DM = 0). For <70/Mo = 10~3 we get the requisite hierarchy of the

elements of MR. Weak violation of the G symmetry at the scale of (103 — lO1) GeV will

generate the mass of the lightest RH component. The models reproducing the ansatz (16)

should contain, e.g., an additional scalar field <r' with Gy = 2, having specific mass and

couplings (e.g., My — Ma, trilinear coupling hMacuu\ and Yukawa coupling to V\R with a

constant k' = h).

3. One can make use of the fact that the 1 - 3 submatrix of MR is diagonalized by a

rotation on angle 9 ~ 10~3 and its eigenvalues obey the hierarchy Mf/M$ = 10~9. Suppose

that due to a certain symmetry G the matrix MR is diagonal and M* & Mf, whereas

Mf = 0. (The RH component V\R acquires a mass due to weak violation of G, so that



Mf « Mj). The Yukawa interactions of the standard Higgs doublet field can violate

G, so that the neutrino Dirac basis differs from the basis in which MR is diagonal by a

transformation S. It can be shown that the needed enhancement of the e — T flavour mixing

is achieved if S has a structure similar to that of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix.

3 Three Mass-Degenerate Neutrinos

Consider a highly degenerate neutrino mass spectrum: mi ~ m2 a: i

eV. The effective neutrino mass parameter can be written then as

mec — m0 Yl \UeA
2Vi,

= mo, wi1 1 mo i, 0.1

(17)

and, in general, all three components give appreciable contributions in the sum. The solar

neutrino deficit is explained by vc conversion to, e.g., vh if \m2 — mi\ = Amll/2mc =

m|/2m0 S (0.5 - 5) • 10"5 eV, or by vacuum oscillations provided \m2 — m^ = (1 - 5) • 10"10

eV. It is possible also to describe the atmospheric neutrino deficit in this case as caused by

the oscillations i/w «-+ vT, which would require (mj — mj) — 10~2eV2/2mo = (0.5 — 5) • \Q~3

eV 6 . With such a highly degenerate neutrino mass spectrum the reactor and accelerator

data [14-17] do not impose any limits on the mixing.

There are several phenomenologica! possibilities depending on the relative signs of tjj,

j = 1,2,3, and on the values of the mixing parameters. If v\, uj, and v3 have the same

CP-parity, one obtains taking into account the unitarity of the lepton mixing matrix: mee =

m0. Consequently, the existing data on the (j9/3)Ok decay implies: m0 < (1 — 2) eV. If i^

have different signs, mutual compensation of the contributions in m« will take place. The

compensation is substantial for large mixing, and as a result of it, ro0 can be considerably

larger than |m«|.

Consider first the case when the admixture of 1/3 in ut is small: |£/e3|! << 1- Using the

unitarity condition one can write the effective neutrino mass parameter as

3 I. (18)

sSuch a possibility has been considered in another context in [22].

If rji = tj2, we have mo = |mec| and the bounds on m0 are independent of the mixing (Fig.

2): they are the same for all solutions of the f0-problem. For î rfj = —1 the compensation

takes place; it becomes stronger as \Utt\
2 approaches 1/2 (see (18)). Correspondingly, when

\Uti 1/2 the bounds on m0 (both the upper bound from existing data on the

decay, and the lower bound following from the observability condition) increase. For the

large mixing solution (1), the maximal allowed value of sin5 20 is (0.85 - 0.90); it gives

|m«| = (0.4 — 0.5)mo and a maximal allowed value of mo fts (4 — 5) eV. For the vacuum

oscillation solution values of sin2 20 up to the maximal one are not excluded, making possible

even stronger cancellation and values of m0 up to the upper bound on the electron neutrino

mass obtained in the tritium /9-decay experiments: m0 S 7 eV [23]. In the case of the small

mixing solution (1) one has m0 — |fnec| independently of the relative CP parities of the

neutrinos Vj.

Let us consider now the possibility of the third neutrino f3 having an appreciable ad-

mixture in ve. The resonant conversion of the solar neutrinos will be effective if the lightest

component v\ dominates in vc, i.e., if |f/el| > |t/,2ti \U&\. Therefore the maximal compen-

sation effect takes place when 172 = TJ3 = — Jji- The expression for mee reduces to (18). For

an appreciable admixture of the v$ state in vc, the region of the large mixing angle solution

extends to sin2 20 = 0.95 [24,25]. The allowed region of parameters enlarges (see Fig. 2)

and values of mo up to the experimental upper limit of 7 eV are possible.

We shall analyze next the relevant implications for the mechanisms of neutrino mass

generation. If the CP-parities of all Majorana neutrinos are the same (?ji = 173 = IJ3), the

Majorana mass matrix mmaj in the flavour basis can be represented as

mmal = m0 • / + 8m, (19)

where / is the unit matrix and 6rh is a "small" correction matrix generating the neutrino

mass splitting and the mixing. The neutrino conversion (oscillation) parameters are deter-

mined t' >n by the matrix

H - f -Srk. (20)

In order to have AraJ,, or/and AmJ, < 10~s eV2, the elements of 6m (at least some of

them) should be of the order of or smaller than rnjj,/mo ~ (10~4 — 10~5) eV. It is natural to



suggest that mo, the main contribution in m""*-', is generated by interactions which preserve

a family symmetry G, whereas Sm results from G-breaking interactions. Suppose that the

lepton doublets i>n form a triplet of a horizontal group G (e.g., G = SO(3)). The m0 - term

in (19) can be generated by G invariant interaction of the Higgs doublets with a superheavy

SU(2)i, triplet Higgs field Aij (AJ,, AJ"2, Ajj") carrying a zero G-charge,

where h0 is a Yukawa constant. A sufficiently small vacuum expectation value Ao of A can

be induced by a quartic coupling of A with the standard Higgs doublet * and an additional

singlet field a: A$$<r. The singlet u can naturally acquire a vacuum expectation value

Co >> *o> $o being the vacuum expectation value of $, and one obtains: Ao ~ (®o)2/<To

[26]. Interaction (21) generates then the mass m0 = ft0A0. For (T O ~MS(1I ) 1 ! - 1014) GeV

and h0 = (KT2 - 10"') one obtains Ao 3 (1 - 102) eV and m0 = (0.1 - 1.0) eV.

The contribution to the "small" term in (19), Sm, arises from one loop correction induced

by the Yukawa couplings of leptons with $. One finds that, e.g., 6mTT ~ moaj$ll ' n j ^ - &

3 • lO"5mo. The matrix Sm may be generated, e.g., by Planck-scale interactions [27]:

Q « ' ,.T.Srn,,. =
Mpi

h.c, (22)

where Mpi is the Planck mass. For aw ~ 1, one has Smif ~ 10~5 eV, which gives Auij, ~

m | . The constants QK- can be flavour universal [27]. One obtains in this case the large

mixing angle MSW solution (1). If aw have values spread over an order of magnitude,

aw ~ (10"1 — 1), the small mixing angle solution is reproduced.

The matrix Sm can appear also as a result of the see-saw mechanism. The relevant

parameters can take values permitting to explain both the solar neutrino problem and the

atmospheric neutrino deficit. For MR = Mo-1, with Ma = 1011 GeV one gets Sm^ ~ 10~6

eV, and 6mTT ~ 10~2 eV, so that Amj, ~ 2m0Smlill and ATTIJ, ~ 2mo6mrr are precisely in

the requisite intervals.

In the schemes considered above neutrinos acquire masses due to couplings to super-

heavy particles at large energy scales, respecting a family symmetry (interactions with A,

Majorana mass terms of the RH neutrino components, etc.), whereas the masses of the

10
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charged particles as well as the lepton mixing are generated by the interactions with the

standard Higgs doublet, which break this symmetry. An alternative possibility is that

the Higgs doublet couplings also respect the family symmetry and neutrinos acquire equal

masses via the see-saw mechanism. The hierarchical structure of the mass spectrum of the

charged particles (quarks, charged leptons) may result from a certain pattern of the vacuum

expectation values of the scalar horizontal multiplets. Such a possibility can be realized in

terms of the universal see-saw mechanism [28].

4 Two Mass-Degenerate Neutrinos

Let us discuss the modification of the above scenario with only two almost degenerate

neutrinos, say i/i and 1/2, having masses in the region of interest, mi = m2 = mD > 0.1

eV. The third neutrino 3̂ has a mass which can differ considerably from m0. As before,

the %-deficit is explained by vt — v» conversion (or oscillations) induced by a small mass

difference of the degenerate neutrinos: (m2 — rn\)jma = m@/(2m;j) i 10~3. The effective

Majorana neutrino mass parameter can be written as

where mi2 = ftmo [ 1 + (̂ 1̂ 2 — l)|£/e] |
2] is the contribution due to the degenerate neutrinos.

If the CP-parities of 1/1 and v? are opposite, i.e., if V\ and v-i form a pseudo-Dirac neutrino

[29,30], then |m i2| = m0 |l — 2|(/ri|
I|. Depending on the value of m3 we get different phe-

nomenological implications.

For m3 « m0 one has AmJ3 ~ Amj3 ~ ml £ 10~JeV2 and the predicted uE <rt vT and

M̂ *+ WT oscillation effects can be in the range of sensitivity of the future experiments [20].

The existing limits from the oscillation searches imply an upper bound on \Vc3\ which makes

the contribution due to u3 in mK negligibly small. Thus, in what regards the (j30)ov decay,

the present case reduces to the two neutrino case (18) analyzed in the previous section.

If m3 £ mo, there are several possibilities. The case Jm12| < 0.1 eV is equivalent, as far

as the (0ff)ov decay is concerned, to the one considered in section 2. New features appear

when the contributions in mec due to t*j and the mn term are comparable. For values of

11



m3 below the cosmological bound, m3 i 30 eV, one has, taking into account the results of

the oscillation experiments [14-17], m3\Ue3\2 £ 0.5 eV. The allowed region shown in Fig. 2

is shifted to smaller (larget) values of m0 when niu and 1)31113 have the same sign (opposite

signs). In particular, |nin| can be close to the upper bound on the electron antineutrino

mass: |mu| w (5 — 7) eV. In the latter case the term mu in m« should be cancelled by

the contribution from 1/3, which implies m3|£/,3|
2 ss (4 — 8) eV. Using the bound on \UC3\2

from the oscillation experiments one finds 1TI3 it (200 — 400) eV. Obviously, the neutrino v3

should be unstable.

Finally, the case when m.3 5 |mee|, m0 « \mee\ is equivalent from a phenomenological

point of view to the one discussed in section 2.

Two highly degenerated neutrinos appear in a theory with a horizontal symmetry G,

with two families having nonzero G-charges and the third family being a singlet of G. This

possibility can be realized if neutrinos acquire masses due to an interaction with the triplet A

as in eq. (21) (now two families form a doublet of G), or in terms of the see-saw mechanism.

Suppose G = (/(I) and the neutrinos have G-charges (\,~\,0), then G-conserving bare

mass terms and/or interactions with scalar singlets having zero G charges will generate the

matrix MR with only nonzero elements Mu = Mu and M33. Such a matrix leads via the

see-saw mechanism to a light Majorana neutrino with mass m$ and a light pseudo-Dirac

neutrino with mass m0, given by

m 3 = T7^-i m o = —T7 • (24)
M33 M I 3

For M33 = lOAfu we obtain from (24) m3 as 10 eV and ro0 ~ (0.01 - 0.1) eV (and even a

stronger hierarchy is possible). Small mass splitting between the two Majorana components

of the pseudo-Dirac neutrino is generated by weak violation of the G-symmetry by MR.'

If the basis in which the neutrino states have definite G-charges differs from the flavour

basis by a rotation on an angle Of, of the v\ and 1/3 states, one finds that the mixing angle

appearing in the expressions for vt and v^ states is given by tan 20 = l / t a n 2 0 t . For the

value Of, ~ $c = 13° we get sin2 29 = 0.8, i.e., such a scheme can accommodate the large

mixing solution of the f@—problem.

Two almost mass-degenerate neutrinos may appear in the models with radiative mecha-
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nism of neutrino mass generation, like the Zee model [31]. Simplest models predict typically

near to maximal mixing between the mass-degenerate states and maximal mixing of two

flavour neutrinos. This is disfavored by the MSW solution of the v§ problem. Moreover, the

two almost mass-degenerate Majorana neutrinos usually have opposite CP parities, their

contribution to m« has the form m12 ~ Am!/2m0 and turns out to be small. One can

avoid the maximal mixing and the suppression of mK by modifying the Zee model, e.g., by

introducing Higgs doublets with couplings to the lepton fields which are antisymmetric in

the flavour indices.

5 Conclusions

In the present paper we have limited our discussion to the case of only three light massive

Majorana neutrinos. One could consider also schemes with larger number of light neutrino

states, for instance, with light sterile neutrinos 1/,^. This, obviously, opens up new possi-

bilities for reconciliation of an observable (/3/3)oi- decay rate with the solar and atmospheric

neutrino data.

A (0l3)ov decay with half-life in the range of the sensitivity of the future experiments can

be caused by a mechanism not directly related to the exchange of light Majorana neutrinos,

for example, by weak interactions with right-handed currents, exchange of heavy neutrinos

(m > 30 MeV) or other heavy neutral Majorana particle(s), etc. [5]. In these cases the usual

schemes of neutrino mass generation need not be modified in order to obtain the MSW or

the vacuum oscillation solution of the fQ~problem.

In conclusion, we have shown that from a phenomenological point of view it is not

difficult to reconcile the particle physics solution of the f®—problem and an observable

(/3/?)<)„ decay induced by exchange of Majorana neutrinos with an effective neutrino mass

(0.1 — 1.0) eV. Moreover, some proposed schemes can accommodate also the solution of

the atmospheric neutrino problem and contain at least one neutrino state with mass in

the cosmologically interesting range. Neutrino oscillations which can be probed in future

laboratory experiments are predicted in schemes with strong hierarchy between the neutrino

masses. However, as we show, such a reconciliation will have serious implications for the
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mechanisms of neutrino mass generation. The implications depend on the relation between

the mass of the lightest neutrino mi, the solar ^©-problem mass scale mg, and the effective

Majorana mass mC!. There are two extreme cases.

If mi < m@ << \inct\ (strong mass hierarchy), the elements of the LH flavour neutrino

Majorana mass matrix should be "tuned" to obey a certain relation with a relative precision

of m\l\met| S 10~2. In the see-saw mechanism, such a relation may result from a simitar one

between the elements of the mass matrix of the RH neutrinos. The later could be explained

in turn by the presence of a family symmetry and strong hierarchy of masses of the RH

neutrinos.

The case vrti Z \nict\ implies a strongly degenerate light neutrino mass spectrum. Such

a spectrum can be produced by new interactions at high mass scale which respect a certain

family symmetry. The latter can be weakly broken by low mass scale interactions of the

usual Higgs doublet, or by gravitational effects. In the intermediate case mi < m 0 < \m,c\

both the tuning condition should be satisfied and two light neutrinos should be almost

mass-degenerate. The stronger the degeneracy the weaker the "tuning", and vice versa.
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Figure Caption

Fig. 1. The dependence of Am2 =£ mj on sin2 26 = A\U^ (1 - |£/,3|
2) (solid lines)

for different values of |mM| (see eq. (7))- The regions of parameters excluded by the

Gosgen [14], BEBC [16] and IPR [15] oscillation experiments are depicted. Shown are

also the regions of sensitivity of the future oscillation experiments CHORUS, NOMAD,

P-803 and P-860 [20].

Fig. 2. Values of the mass m0 of the degenerate neutrinos and the mixing parameter

\Ud |J for which the MSW and vacuum oscillation solutions of the «/Q—problem can be

reconciled with observable Majorana mass \ma\ = (0.1—1.4) eV. Solid lines correspond

to two neutrino contributions in mee and to two-neutrino oscillations/conversions. The

regions of the large mixing MSW solution are hatched; the small mixing solution is

shown as a vertical line at \Ur\ \
2 • 1\ • fy — ±1. For an appreciable contribution of the

third neutrino state in mee the regions are larger: the dashed lines correspond to the

case of three degenerate neutrinos, the dotted lines correspond to the case of large m3,

so that m3 |£/e3p = 0.5 eV. The upper bound on the electron antineutrino mass from

the tritium experiments is also shown.
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